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Abstract
It is widely assumed that texture is generally characterized

locally by two complementary aspects, a pattern and its strength.
Based on this assumption and using Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
operator as texture descriptor, this work aims to implement an au-
tomatic weighting of the local blocks or regions characterizing a
given face image. The work reports an improved version of the
margin-based iterative search Simba algorithm to feature extrac-
tion for face recognition. The main contribution is twofold: (i)
we extend the margin-based iterative search algorithm (Simba)
to the Chi-square distance that computes dissimilarities between
histograms. (ii) since we are interested in studying the relevance
of individual blocks or local regions characterizing a given face
image, we also extended the Simba algorithm so that one can com-
pute the weights of each attribute as well as of subsets of attributes
or blocks. The resulting weight vector has been used initially
for an automatic selection of attributes and/or blocks for face
recognition with supervised learning based on k-nearest neigh-
bors classifier. Besides, in order to improve the performance of
the face recognition task we also made use of the Simba weight
vector to weight the distance measures adopted by the k-NN clas-
sifier. The experimental results clearly show that the selection
based on the automatic weighting outperforms the classification
based in all the features. Furthermore, selecting blocks is more
effective than selecting attributes, and Chi-square distance per-
forms appreciably better than Euclidean one.

Introduction
Face recognition has received a great deal of attention over

the last years because of its many applications in various domains,
and it presents a challenging problem in the field of image analy-
sis and computer vision research. Most of the proposed methods
for face recognition tasks perform well when the images are in
controlled environment but return quite worse results when real
environments are considered, where variations of different factors
such as illumination and pose are present. In other words, cur-
rent systems are still far away from the capability of the human
perception system.

Biometrics-based authentication systems are becoming a
popular option in recent years, changing the authentication based
on Personal Identification Numbers, passwords or cards to an au-
thentication based on physiological characteristics. Passwords
and cards impose an obligation on the user to remember them
or to carry them wherever in the wallet, and moreover, they can
be stolen. In the age of comfort, this authentication methods fall
short and new biometrics-based systems have started to pop up,
systems which do not require the user any effort and in addi-
tion, cannot be misplaced, forgotten or stolen. Most common
biometrics-based technologies include identification using face,

finger geometry, palm, iris, retina or voice, but most of them re-
quire some voluntary action by the user, as placing his hand or
finger on some machine or standing in a fixed position in front of
a camera for its iris identification. Face recognition, on the other
hand, can be done without any effort by the user, just acquiring
his face image from a distance by a camera.

The applications of face recognition cover many fields from
entertainment to law enforcement or surveillance. In the enter-
tainment, it can be used for human-robot interaction or virtual re-
ality or even as Facebook did, for automatic tag suggestion on the
photos. In the security field, it has a wide variety of applications:
national ID, voter registration, TV Parental control, personal de-
vice logon, advanced video surveillance.

Face recognition techniques can be grouped into two main
groups: feature-based and holistic methods [16]. Feature-based
methods process the face image to extract the relevant features
like eyes, mouth or nose and compute the geometrical relation-
ship among them to reduce the original image to a vector of ge-
ometrical features. One of those methods is the one carried out
by Kanade [17], where a simple image processing is used to ex-
tract a vector of 16 parameters of the face image (including size
of eyes, distances and angles) and used a simple Euclidean dis-
tance measure for matching. Holistic methods, conversely, try to
represent a face using global descriptors instead of local feature
and within them the most commonly used one is PCA, which was
first used by Sirovich and Kirby [18]. In face recognition, PCA
is more commonly named as eigenface method, and reduces the
original image space to an orthogonal eigenspace with reduced
dimensionality.

In this work we follow a holistic approach based on the spa-
tially enhanced Local Binary Pattern (LBP) descriptor. This op-
erator is more effective than the original LBP and it has proven to
be highly discriminative allowing a description of the face image
at three different levels of locality: (i) the labels of the histogram
contain information about the micro-patterns; (ii) the summation
of these labels over a small region produces information on a re-
gional level; (iii) the regional histograms could be concatenated
to build a global description of the face.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section 2 we
summarize the main idea behind Local Binary Patters approach
and its importance in face description. Section 3 introduces the
margin-based iterative search algorithm (Simba), and describes
the main extensions of Simba. Section 4 reports the experimental
results. Finally, conclusions and discussions are drawn in Section
5.
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Face Description with enhanced Local Binary
Patterns (LBP)

Local Binary Patterns have proved to be a good texture de-
scriptor. The original LBP operator labels the pixels of an image
with decimal numbers, which are called LBPs or LBP codes that
encode the local structure around each pixel [1, 2]. It proceeds
thus, as follow: Each pixel is compared with its eight neighbors in
a neighborhood by subtracting the center pixel value; the resulting
strictly negative values are encoded with 0,and the others with 1.
For each given pixel, a binary number is obtained by concatenat-
ing all these binary values in a clockwise direction, which starts
from the one of its top-left neighbor. The corresponding decimal
value of the generated binary number is then used for labeling the
given pixel. The histogram of LBP labels (the frequency of oc-
currence of each code) calculated over a region or an image can
be used as a texture descriptor.

The size of the histogram is 2P since the operator LBP(P,R)
produces 2P different output values, corresponding to 2P different
binary patterns formed by P pixels in the neighborhood. LBP
methodology has been developed recently with large number of
variations to improve performance in different applicationsThese
variations focus on different aspects of the original LBP operator.
In this work we adopted eight points P= 8 and radius R= 1.

Given the original LBP operator, the natural next step would
be to compute the histograms of the images and to define a dis-
tance between them. But as reported in [3], there is a more ef-
ficient representation of face images with LBP operator which
encodes both the local and the spatial information of facial re-
gions. This representation consists in dividing the image into lo-
cal regions, extracting texture descriptors from each region inde-
pendently, and then concatenating them to get the spatially en-
hanced descriptor of the face image (see Figure 1). The spatially
enhanced descriptor has size m× n, where n is the length of a
single LBP histogram and m the number of regions composing
the face image. Based on the fact that in human face recognition
some features like eyes or nose are more important in discriminat-
ing faces than others, and tacking into account that each element
of the enhanced histogram corresponds to a certain small region
of the face, we reports an automatic weighting approach of the en-
hanced descriptor based on the information each region contains
and based on maximizing a given margin. For that, the margin-
based iterative search Simba algorithm [4, 5] has been considered
to compute the weights of the elements composing the histogram-
based enhanced descriptor. In our study, the elements can be
either the histogram elements (histogram bins) or the block his-
tograms (the entire local histogram).

Figure 1: Enhanced Local Binary Pattern descriptor.

Margin-based iterative search algorithm
(Simba)

In this section we give a brief description of the Simba
algorithm [5]. The main idea is to obtain an effective subset of
features such that the relatively significant features have relatively
large weights by using hypothesis-margin criterion.

More specifically, the hypothesis-margin of an instance x
with respect to a set of points P for the Nearest Neighbor clas-
sifier is defined by the following formula:

θP(x) =
1
2
(||x−nearmiss(x)||− ||x−nearhit(x)||) (1)

where nearhit(x) and nearmiss(x) denote the nearest point to x
in P with the same and different label, respectively. To choose a
subset of features that makes the sum of margins in equation (1)
as large as possible, an evaluation function which assigns score
to any set of features is required. The hypothesis-margin as a
function of the chosen set of features is given by:

θwP (x) =
1
2
(‖ x−nearmiss(x) ‖w − ‖ x−nearhit(x) ‖w) (2)

where w is the weight vector of the features and ‖ x ‖w=
√

∑iw2i x2i
Finally, given a training set S and a weight vector w, the eval-

uation function is defined as follow:

e(w) = ∑
x∈S

θw(S−{x})(x) (3)

It is natural to look at the evaluation function only for weight
vectors w such that maxw2i = 1. In order to effectively compute
the optimal weight vector, the so-called gradient ascent strategy
[4] was used for maximizing e(w). The gradient of e(w) when
evaluated on a sample x is given by

(▽e(w))i =
1
2 ∑
x∈S

(
(xi−nearmiss(x)i)2

‖ x−nearmiss(x) ‖w
−

(xi−nearhit(x)i)2

‖ x−nearhit(x) ‖w
)wi (4)

The iterative search algorithm is given by Algorithm 1 where
N denotes the dimension of the feature vector x.

Algorithm 1 Simba
Initialize w= (1,1, ...,1)
for t = 1, ...,T do

Pick randomly a sample x from S
Calculate nearmiss(x) and nearhit(x) with respect to (S−

{x}) and the weights w
for i= 1, ...,N

∆i = 1
2 (

(xi−nearmiss(x)i)2
‖x−nearmiss(x)‖w −

(xi−nearhit(x)i)2
‖x−nearhit(x)‖w )wi

End
w= w+∆
End

w= w2/ ‖ w2 ‖∞
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To compute both nearmiss(x) and nearhit(x), and the associ-
ated norms ||x−nearmiss(x)||w and ||x−nearhit(x)||w, the orig-
inal Simba algorithm uses the weighted Euclidean distance, that
is, dw(x,y) =

√

∑iw2i (xi−yi)2.
But, it is well known that χ2 distance is more appropriate

to identify dissimilarities between histograms. So, in this work,
we have adopted a modified version of the Simba algorithm that
includes χ2 distance. The weighted χ2 distance between x and y
is given by

χ2
w(x,y) = ∑

i
wi

(xi−yi)2

xi+yi
.

This distance is used in the new Simba to calculate
nearmiss(x), nearhit(x) and the norms ||x−nearmiss(x)||w, ||x−
nearhit(x)||w. But, in addition to that, the increment ∆i inside the
algorithm also changes, since it is based on the hypothesis margin
which depends on the distance. The adapted version of the Simba
algorithm based on χ2 distance is given by Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 The adapted version of Simba based on χ2 distance

Initialize w= (1,1, ...,1)
for t = 1, ...,T do

Pick randomly a sample x from S
Calculate nearmiss(x) and nearhit(x) with respect to (S−

{x}) and the weights w
for i= 1, ...,N

∆i = 1
2

[

χ2(xi,nearmiss(x)i)−χ2(xi,nearhit(x)i)
]

End
w= w+∆

End

w= w2/||w2||∞

where N is the length of a sample or number of attributes of
a sample.

The resulting Simba weight vector has size given by the
number of attributes characterizing a given sample.We point out
that in this work a sample is an enhanced LBP histogram, which is
a concatenation of the individual histograms describing the differ-
ent regions composing the face image. Therefore, to compute the
weights of these regions based on the importance of the informa-
tion they contain, the Simba algorithm is also extended to include
block-based distances. We have considered both Euclidean and
χ2 block-based distances.

Given two samples x and y, which are divided into m regions
with n attributes per region. Given also a region-weight vector w
of sizem, the block-weighted Euclidean and block-weighted χ2

distances between x and y are given respectively by

dw(x,y) =

√

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
i=1
w2j (xi, j− yi, j)2

and
χ2
w(x,y) =

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
i=1
w j

(xi, j− yi, j)2

xi, j+ yi, j
.

Experimental Results

Dataset

To perform the proposed framework we have considered the
Yale face dataset [13] which is characterized by lighting variations
and different facial expressions. The Yale dataset was constructed
at the Yale Center for the Computational Vision and Control. It
contains 165 gray-scale images of 15 subjects (11 images per sub-
ject), under various facial expressions or configuration, specifi-
cally: center-light, with glasses, happy, left-light, without glasses,
normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised and winking. In addi-
tion, the faces are not centred. The size of the images is 320x243
pixels, with 256 grey levels per pixel and they are in GIF format.

Experimental setup

In this work, the enhanced LBP descriptor has been built as
follows: we have divided the face image into different regions,
and for each one we have computed the individual LBP histogram.
The spatially enhanced histogram is then computed by concate-
nating all the individual histograms. For example, a division of
the face image into 8×8 blocks (64 in all) leads to an individual
LBP histogram with size 59, and to an enhanced descriptor with
size of 59*64 = 3776. Different partitions of the input images into
blocks of different sizes have been analyzed.

Two main configurations have been considered to implement
the Simba algorithms: (i) Simba by attributes, which means that
we compute the weight vectors in order to characterize the indi-
vidual elements of the enhanced LBP descriptor; and (ii) Simba
by blocks, where the weight vectors are assigned to blocks or sub-
sets of feature of the enhanced LBP descriptor. In both configu-
rations Euclidean and Chi-square distances have been considered
to compute dissimilarities between histograms.

On the other hand, we have considered different uses of the
weight vectors obtained from the Simba algorithms. First, we
have performed feature selection to identify the relevant regions
or blocks composing the face images. The protocol followed is
depicted in Figure 2. The original dataset is randomly divided
into training and test sets. For each split, we compute the Simba
weight vector to score each feature providing both a ranking of the
elements composing the enhanced histogram or the blocks repre-
senting individual regions of the face image. From this obtained
ordering, several feature subsets can be chosen by setting a cutoff
for the selected features (attributes or blocks). In this work we
have adopted threshold-based criterion. In fact, we have analyzed
different cutoff values ranging from 10% to 90% of the features.
Once the selection is fixed; it is applied on both the training and
test sets. Finally, we evaluate the recognition rate on the test set
using the selected features. Since we use several random splits,
the final rate is given by the average over all used splits.
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Figure 2: The evaluation protocol followed to carry out feature
selection and classification tasks.

3×3 5×5 8×8

10×10 12×12 15×15

20×20 25×25 30×30

Figure 3: Partitions of the face images into blocks of different
sizes.

Performance evaluation
As described before the enhanced LBP descriptor has been

computed for partitions of the input images into blocks of differ-
ent sizes. The blocks size ranges from 3×3 to 30×30 (See Figure
3) . The mean accuracy achieved for the different partitions using
k-NN classifiers with both Euclidean and Chi-square distances is
reported in Figure 4. We can observe that the accuracy increases
as the number of blocks increases for almost all considered cases.
The 1-NN classifier based on Chi-square distance gives better ac-
curacy. The highest accuracy is obtained with a partition of 25
blocks.

Figure 4: The mean accuracy corresponding to different partitions
of the face images into blocks whose number ranges from 3× 3
to 30×30.

Once the optimal number of blocks has been fixed, the first

group of experiments performed feature selection on the attributes
making use of the Simba weight vector considering both Eu-
clidean and Chi-square distances. That is, we compute Simba
weight vectors to score the attributes of the enhanced LBP de-
scriptor, then we perform subset selection based on percentiles of
order k as threshold values. Figures 5 and 6 show the accuracy
of two individual splits and the mean accuracy over 20 splits of a
1-NN classifier as a function of the number of selected attributes.
As it can be appreciated, higher accuracy have been achieved by
few relevant attributes. For Euclidean Simba the optimal subset
corresponds to the percentile 30th, while for Chi-square Simba
are required only 10% of the relevant attributes. These results
have been improved weighting the distance measures adopted by
the k-NN classifiers with the Simba weight vectors.

Figure 5: The accuracy of two individual splits and the average
accuracy corresponding to 20 random splits training/test as a func-
tion of selected attribute by Euclidean-distance-based Simba. The
classification has been achieved by 1-NN based on Euclidean dis-
tance.

Figure 6: The accuracy of two individual splits and the average
accuracy corresponding to 20 random splits training/test as a func-
tion of selected attribute by χ2-distance-based Simba. The classi-
fication has been achieved by 1-NN based on χ2 distance.

In the second group of experiments, we have implemented
the Simba algorithm by blocks. This allows a selection of rel-
evant blocks or local regions of the face image. As in the pre-
vious phase, the Simba weight vector has been computed using
the training set, then we performed the classification using 1-NN
classifier for different numbers of selected blocks. Results of ac-
curacy corresponding to Simba by blocks based on Chi-square
distance are depicted in figure 8. The inset panel shows the shape
of the weight vector. The relevant blocks are those shifted to the
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Table 1: Average accuracy (%) corresponding to 20 random splits
training/test achieved when considering respectively all the blocks
and 20% of relevant blocks. The results are obtained with 1-NN
classifier.

Chi-square Euclidean
All block 80.53 74.27
20% of relevant blocks 94.04 81.87

red color and correspond to hair, front and neck. For a better ap-
preciation, we represented the location of these blocks in the face
image for Euclidean and Chi-square distances (See figure 7). As it
can appreciated, higher values of the accuracy are achieved when
only 10% of relevant blocks are selected. The maximum improve-
ment reached is of about 15% compared with the accuracy when
all the blocks are selected. Table 1 summarizes these results.

Figure 7: Blocks selection based on the Simba weight vectors.
(Left) Simba based on Euclidean distance. (Right) Simba based
on Chi-square distance. Only 20% of relevant blocks are repre-
sented.

Conclusions
In this work, an updated version of the margin-based itera-

tive search algorithm has been used to feature extraction for face
recognition. Firstly, an enhanced block-based face descriptor is
used to represent face images. The images are divided into blocks,
and the individual LBP histograms of these blocks are computed
and then concatenated to get the enhanced descriptor. In human
perception some features of faces play more relevant role in rec-
ognizing a face than others, for example eyes or mouth. Thus,
it is expected that the same will happens in artificial perception.
Under this assumption and since the notion of block is an inher-
ent feature of the LBP descriptor, the main goal of this work is to
implement an automatic weighting of these blocks. The main con-
tribution is twofold: (i) we have implemented an updated version
of the Simba algorithm that include Chi square distance to com-
pute dissimilarities between histograms. (ii) since we are inter-
ested in studying the relevance of individual blocks or subsets of
attribute to characterize a given face image, we have extended the
Simba algorithm so that one can compute the weights of each at-
tribute as well as for subsets of attributes or blocks. The resulting
weight vector has been used initially for an automatic selection
of attributes and/or blocks for face recognition with supervised
learning based on k-nearest neighbors classifier. But, to improve
the performance of the face recognition task we also made use of
the Simba weight vector to weight the distance measures adopted
by the k-NN classifier.

To determine the optimal size of blocks, we have analyzed
the performance of k-NN classifier for different partitions of the
images into blocks. The results show that for the Yale dataset, a
division of the face images into 25× 25 blocks seems to be the
optimal partition. Once the number of blocks has been fixed, we
performed attribute as well as block selection. the experimen-

tal results clearly show that the selection based on the automatic
weighting outperforms the classification based on all the features.
Furthermore, selecting blocks is more effective than selecting at-
tributes, and Chi-square distance performs appreciably better than
Euclidean one.

Future works may investigate the use of others distance mea-
sures such as Jeffery or Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances, and to
improve the quality of the LBP enhanced descriptor others modes
and radii may be considered.

Figure 8: The accuracy of two individual splits and the mean
accuracy as a function of selected blocks by χ2-distance-based
Simba. The classification corresponds to 1-NN based on χ2 dis-
tance. The inset shows the shape of the block weight vector.
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